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The twins were taken to the doctors and given antibiotics, 
but Vyga’s parents noticed that she wasn’t making the 
same improvements as her twin sister. The following 
morning, Vyga’s mother noticed that she was weak 
and her eyes were rolling – an ambulance was called 
immediately.

Doctors discovered that Vyga had experienced a stroke 
which was caused by a bacterial infection.  

Four days later, Sanu and Shoga were told that Vyga had 
a serial bleed and that part of her skull would have to be 
removed to relieve some of the pressure. 

Doctors warned the family that there was a high 
possibility Vyga wouldn’t make it, or at the very least she 
would be left brain dead, not once, but three times. Vyga 
was in the ICU for more than 40 days, but thankfully the 
operations were successful and the bleeding subsided.
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A CHILD’S JOURNEY THROUGH STROKE 

...story continues inside...

When someone experiences a stroke, it’s devastating for them and those close to them. But 
when it happens to a child, it’s heartbreaking. Sanu and Shoga didn’t realise that a child could 
experience a stroke until it happened to their daughter, Vyga, when she was just six years old. 
Doctors warned that Vyga might not make it, but with the support of her family and the Stroke 
Foundation, Vyga has made an incredible recovery.

“We’re from South India with no family here in New 
Zealand to support us. But my wife, daughter and I stayed 
by Vyga’s side every day. My wife was in hospital with her 
for five months. We were in hospital over Christmas and 
Vyga was only discharged in January; it was a tough time 
for the whole family,” Vyga’s father, Sanu explained. 

After multiple surgeries, different treatments, and months 
in hospital, Vyga started to show signs of improvement. 
Vyga and her family were soon introduced to the Stroke 
Foundation team, who provided an abundance of support.
This is vital in the early stages of recovery, as many people 
are unsure where to seek help and advice, especially those 
with no family members nearby. 

Because of the incredible ongoing support of our donors, 
the Stroke Foundation has been part of Vyga and her 
family’s lives for the past four years. We’ve provided 
the family with crucial information about stroke, stroke 
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recovery and how stroke can impact a child. We’ve 
also helped the family secure funding for Vyga to attend 
supplementary maths and English lessons. 

“Vyga needs this extra support as she is far behind on the 
national school level. After her surgery, Vyga was not able 
to recognise colours or say a word, but she’s made some 
significant improvements over the last few years. We want 
to thank the Stroke Foundation donors for making this 
possible.” Sanu shared. 

Vyga’s twin, Nyga, was a huge support to her and just 
one of the reasons she has made it this far. In solidarity, 
Nyga even shaved her head each time her twin underwent 
surgery. Nyga recorded a song for her sister and the video 
was shared far and wide on social media. The family have 
since had the opportunity to talk about their experience 
and raise awareness about stroke across a number of 
outlets, including a popular weekly television talk show in 
India.

Vyga had a major stroke at a very young age, and her 
family understands that there is still a long journey ahead. 
Vyga will soon undergo surgery again as her skull is 
calcifying. But the family are thankful to have one another 
and the support of the Stroke Foundation, and supporters 
like you, to help along every step of the way. 

ONE PERSON EXPERIENCES A 
STROKE EVERY 45 MINUTES IN 
NEW ZEALAND. YOUR SUPPORT 
FOR OUR APPEALS ENABLES US  
TO BE THERE FOR STROKE 
SURVIVORS OF ANY AGE WHEN 
THEY NEED US MOST.

MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO 

We’ve come to the end of an unusual year, and I want to 
say thank you. 

The past year has been challenging – we’ve all had to 
make changes and adapt. Despite this, I’m incredibly 
proud of the steps we have been able to make thanks to 
the huge amount of support we’ve received from you. 
Amongst the turmoil, you stood by us and continued to 
support the work we do.

This year, we have grown and developed our services: 
we now have two Big Blood Pressure Check Vans on 

the road with two new staff members; we’ve hired more 
Community Stroke Advisors to support those affected by 
stroke; we’ve continued to provide our critical services 
and connected with clients via phone and video calls 
during lockdown; we expanded our Beanie Up campaign 
and we have a number of new projects underway in the 
stroke prevention space which will help people become 
better aware of ways to reduce their risk of stroke and 
manage their health. This growth is a direct result of the 
extra support we have received. 

Over 11,000 New Zealanders are predicted to 
have experienced a stroke this year and we know 
that this figure is increasing annually, which is why your 
continued generosity is so important. Together we can 
fight stroke. 

From all the team, we send Christmas greetings and wish 
you and your family good health this holiday season, kia 
kaha. 

Mark Vivian 
Chief Executive Officer



Support us at: stroke.org.nz #ThinkFAST  #ActFast

at any sign of stroke
CALL 111
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Understanding the F.A.S.T. message can save lives, which is why we continue to share this 
message throughout the year. Since 2016, the Stroke Foundation, Ministry of Health, and 
Te Hiringa Hauora / Health Promotion Agency have worked together on a national F.A.S.T. 
campaign to help raise important awareness of the signs of a stroke.

You may have already seen some of the television 
advertisements as the first burst of activity launched at the 
beginning of October. 

The campaign will continue to promote that a stroke is 
a ‘brain attack’, highlighting the importance of the 
F.A.S.T. mnemonic to help people recognise any of the 
signs and raise awareness that a stroke is always a medical 
emergency, so ‘take action’ by calling 111 immediately 
if any signs of a stroke are recognised. 

There is a challenge for us in reaching rural communities, 
so a big focus over the past few months has been to 
ensure this important health message is understood by 

New Zealanders across the country. We aim to ensure all 
New Zealanders recognise the signs to look out for if they, 
or someone around them, is experiencing a stroke. 

F.A.S.T. CAMPAIGN

OTAGO WELLBEING WORKSHOP FOR CARERS

Not only do we support those who have experienced a stroke, we support their whānau and 
loved ones too.

Caring for a family member after stroke is a role that can 
be both challenging and rewarding. Carers often support 
practically and emotionally, assist with personal care, 
administer medication and help with financial matters – all 
while trying to maintain a life of their own – which can be 
very challenging to adapt to. 

For us, the work of a carer doesn’t go unnoticed and we 
recognise the importance of making sure they too are well 
looked after. 

On 14 September, we hosted a Wellbeing Workshop in 
Dunedin for carers to learn skills to deal more effectively 
in this role, sharing tools to help strengthen their 
resilience. 

The workshop included tips and advice for wellbeing and 
emotional strength, a talk about accessing community 
support and a mindfulness session. 

Welcoming 18 carers across the Otago region, it was 
not only a great opportunity to share knowledge, but 
also brought people together who could share their 
experiences. 

Dianne and Gaynor both benefitted from the support of 
the Stroke Foundation. Dianne’s husband Russell has had 
several severe strokes which has left him with aphasia, 
limiting his language to “yes” and “no”. Gaynor’s husband 
Colin is now paralysed on one side of his body following 
his stroke. As carers, both Dianne and Gaynor have had 
to face many challenges but have supported each other 
through this journey. Through the Stroke Foundation’s 
services and events like our Wellbeing Workshop, they 
have felt more confident in their new roles. 

Because of the support from our donors, we’re able 
to continue to achieve our goal of ensuring that anyone 
affected by stroke is supported and empowered.
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REDUCE YOUR RISK OF STROKE THIS CHRISTMAS

It is well known that people tend to indulge more than usual over the holiday season. Some 
research even shows that the average Kiwi might consume up to 500 calories more per day and 
a lot more foods high in salt.

Many of the foods we consume over the holidays contain 
high levels of salt which can contribute to increasing 
blood pressure. 

Not only that, but maintaining a healthy weight is an 
important part of reducing stroke risk, as too much body 

H E A LT H Y  C H R I S T M A S  S WA P S

1Meat – cooked hams often come with a traditional Christmas 
meal, why not try lower salt options and pick chicken or 

turkey? Cooked chicken or turkey has less salt than ham or 
other processed meats.
If a BBQ is on the agenda, choose low salt sausages and other 
healthier meats. Make your own meat patties so you know what 
is going into them and grilling veggies on the BBQ is delicious 
too.

2 Sauces, gravies and marinades – watch the salt in gravies 
and stuffing, if having a traditional Christmas dinner, or 

marinades and sauces for the BBQ. Make your own, or if not, 
be a label detective – compare packaged foods and look for the 
lowest in sodium, sugar and saturated fats. Some foods may even 
be labelled ‘low or reduced sodium / salt’ or ‘no added salt’.

3Herbs – why not grow your own herbs this summer. 
Herbs grow quickly in the warmer months and are a great 

alternative to adding extra salt. 

4 Snacks – mix up the cheese platter and add in some hummus 
dip with fresh vegetables. Carrot and cucumber sticks are 

great for dipping!

5 Dessert – Christmas wouldn’t be the same without a fruit 
mince pie, but this year, why not try making your own by 

using filo pastry instead of traditional shortbread.

6 Get out the house – get outside with your family over the 
holiday period. Go on a local walk or play some backyard 

cricket.

fat can cause high blood pressure and high cholesterol, 
putting strain on the blood vessels. 

Here are some simple swaps you could make this 
Christmas:

LET US KNOW WHAT CHANGES YOU MAKE THIS CHRISTMAS OVER 
ON OUR FACEBOOK PAGE. YOU CAN SHARE YOUR POSTS WITH US AT: 
FACEBOOK.COM/STROKEFOUNDATIONNZ
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Have a wonderful  
Christmas!
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DONATE ONLINE
You can donate securely online via credit card, 
simply follow this link: 
secure.fundraiserpro.com/Donate/Stroke

SET UP AN AUTOMATIC PAYMENT
You can set this up via internet banking. 
Our details are below:

Registered name: 
Stroke Foundation of New Zealand
Account number: 02 1269 0023111 01

MONTHLY GIVING
A monthly gift, no matter how large or small, 
is a fantastic way to support us. You can set 
up a payment by visiting 
stroke.org.nz/give-monthly

AUCKLAND ROUND THE BAYS 2021
Help us to raise important funds to support 
stroke survivors and their families, by signing 
up for Auckland Round the Bays 2021. Find out 
more information at stroke.org.nz/Auckland-
RtB-2021

S U P P O R T  U S

EVENTS UPDATE 

PARIS’S TAKE ON THE WELLINGTON 
MARATHON
The Wellington Marathon was cancelled just two 
weeks before event day, but that didn’t stop Paris. 
Staying in her hometown of Queenstown, Paris ran 
her own marathon to support the Stroke Foundation, 
a cause close to her heart after her nan experienced 
several strokes. Paris told us, “A marathon has always 
been on my bucket list and my nan has previously 
said, ‘if I could still run, I would.’ So, with the privilege 
of having two able functioning legs, I set myself the 
goal to run a marathon.”

Paris raised almost $1,000 and finished in just 4 hours 
29 minutes. Thank you so much for your support 
Paris!

WELLINGTON ROUND THE BAYS
We are thrilled to let you know that we have been 
selected as an affiliate charity partner for Wellington 
Round the Bays in February 2021! This year, the 
event welcomed over 13,000 participants so this is 
a great opportunity for us to be part of an event 
that aligns with our values of encouraging a healthy 
lifestyle, as well as helping to raise important 
awareness about stroke and the Stroke Foundation. 

If you’d like to get involved in 2021, visit our website 
for more information 
stroke.org.nz/fundraising-events

New Zealanders across the country have supported us in so many ways this year. With events 
postponed or cancelled, some have even taken on their challenge regardless of the fact there 
are no crowds to cheer them on.
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT

I truly Thank You for  

what you are doing. I believe the 

CSAs will be going above and 

beyond their duty and have done  

so for my sister. Thank You for 

your support and Merry Christmas. 

Debbie
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